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with society, methods and procedures in which all
persons are related to each other for performing their
works. Due to these changes, we can name present
time as the time of “Information & Communications
Technology” by which human societies changed into
scientific societies and citizens into users of
information networks [1].

Abstract- “E-Government (EG)” refers to the use by
government agencies of information technologies (such
as Wide Area Networks, the Internet, and mobile
computing) that have the ability to transform relations
with citizens, businesses, and other arms of government.
These technologies can serve a variety of different ends:
better delivery of government services to citizens,
improved interactions with business and industry,
citizen empowerment through access to information, or
more efficient government management. In order to
have a successful implementation of electronic
government strategy and benefiting from its complete
potential and benefits and generally for establishment
and applying of electronic government, it is necessary to
have different infrastructures as the basics of electronic
government with lack of which it is impossible to benefit
from mentioned services. For this purpose, in this paper
we have managed to recognize relevant obstacles for
establishment of electronic government in Iran. All
required data for recognition of obstacles were collected
from statistical society of involved specialists of
Ministry
of
Communications
&
Information
Technology of Iran and Information Technology
Organization of Tehran Municipality through
questionnaire. According to the results, mentioned
obstacles for applying of electronic government in Iran
are as follows: Technical & technological problems,
Legal, judicial & safety problems, Economic problems,
Organizational Problems and Humanistic Problems.
After identifying the key obstacles to successful
implementation of EG in Iran through literature review
and interviews with experts, 5 main obstacles detected.
Then the relationship and sequence of barriers were
determined with Fuzzy Interpretive Structural
Modeling and MICMAC analysis.

One of the most important chances provided by
modern technologies for governmental authorities
and managers is the possibility of “Re-engineering of
government architecture” and increasing the access
and output and reliability. Any benefit from reengineering of architecture [2], government and other
above-mentioned facilities in governing process may
cause the creation of a reality in the name of
Electronic government may lead to electronic
governance both as the pre-requisite of governing on
information societies governments. This means that it
is impossible to govern on information societies only
with traditional and expired structures and processes.
Electronic government means different methods by
which all governmental managers could provide
relation with their citizens through digital tools such
as internet positions, electronic post, video
conference, audio post and internet. Electronic
government may provide the following items: (1)
More access to governmental information, (2)
Betterment of civil partnership through enrichment of
all people for contraction with governmental
authorities through network relations, (3) Reliability
of government through better and clearer activities
and reducing of corruption possibilities, (4) Creation
of developing chances in rural & deprived areas [3,
4].

Keywords: Electronic Government, Information
Technology, Obstacles, Fuzzy Interpretive Structural
Modeling, Iran.
I.

By the way, any benefit from electronic government
facilities may cause better submission of
governmental services to citizens and more access of
all citizens along with effective relations with
involved parties and enriching of citizens and totally

INTRODUCTION

IT (Information Technology) development and
communications in all fields of human being life may
lead to change of communicative ways of people
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create a more effective governmental management.
Some of the expected results of this process are
reduction of administrative corruption and more
clearance of affairs, increasing the responsibility rate,
permanent betterment of processes, more comforts,
increasing of resources and reduction of services
costs. By creation of information & communication
technologies there is a close relation between
servicing centers and customers in which all persons
may receive their own services through personal
computers. In addition, electronic government may
cause an economy in time and costs of government,
citizens and labors. Globalization may also make
governments to establish electronic government for
better selling of their own goods and services and
export of culture and introducing of themselves to
other cultures and civilizations. [5, 6, 7]. In this
study, 5 key obstacles are identified according to
literature and experts opinions. Then the relationships
between obstacles were determined by using of fuzzy
interpretive structural modeling. Finally these
obstacles clustered by MICMAC analysis to four
clusters.









II. THE THEORICAL BASED OF THE
RESEARCH

Electronic government means any benefit of
government
and
other
governmental
organizations from information technology and
creates a change in relation with citizens, trading
centers and other cases in challenge with
government.
Electronic government is a method for
governments to use information technology and
new technologies that provide necessary
facilities for suitable access to governmental
information and services, betterment of their
quality and providing of wide chances for
cooperation in public processes and symbols.
Electronic government may receive/deliver the
information and services easily and quickly by
depending upon internet and other modern
technologies with an applicable and low cost
method.
Electronic government means on time, exact and
applicable information and servicing through 24
hours in 7 days of a week and all days of the year
through different communicative tools such as
telephone and internet.

In other definitions we have other aspects like
reliability, responsibility, clearing and so on. As a
result electronic government is a set of electronic
relation among government, companies and citizens.

A. Description of government
In its wide meaning, Government means different
organizations with legal powers for applying in
specific and determined scope of people. The
government may provide its exclusive power for
providing discipline in mentioned scope of powers
through governmental organizations [8].

D. The importance of creating an Electronic
Government
The expectation of people about services and
products and quality /manner of presentation is under
changing with daily increase basis. Government
should reply all these needs and expectations. They
require increasing working hours of governmental
institutes in order to perform their works without any
long queues and receive high quality and cheaper
services, therefore the most reliable form of a
government for all these needs is electronic
government. All governments are competing with
each other for attraction of capitals, labors and
occupation of professional workers and tourists then
for this purpose they need new facilities which may
be provided by electronic government.

B. Major duties of government
Government must/must not do some things.
Anderson has written a suitable and applicable set of
general roles of government under seven titles as
follows: [9]
1. Supply of economic infrastructure
2. Supply of public goods and services
3. Settlement of group challenges
4. Keeping of competition
5. Maintenance of public resources
6. Supply of minimum goods and services for
people
7. Economy fixed condition

As a result, electronic government may not only
integrate with society but also make the government
to focus on more required resources. Electronic
government may develop Self Service culture in a
way that all citizens could help themselves and
reduce any wasting of costs and times [14].

C. Definitions of electronic government
There are a lot of definitions for electronic
government as follows: [10, 11, 12, 13]
 Electronic government means easy benefiting
from information technology for direct/day &
night distribution of governmental services.

E. The records of electronic government in pioneer
countries [15, 16]
Singapore (%47): A country with a population more
than 3.5 million persons and internet interference
16
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coefficient of %47 follows civil services in a way that
if it possible to provide any linear services it should
necessarily provide on line basis. Singapore has
developed a wide range of transaction services in
different governmental organizations. One of the
aspects may show Singapore government as a lead of
electronic government is that Singapore was the first
country that has used electronic transactions law with
allocation of required credits and official situations
for companies to benefit from digital documents.

F. Iranian Electronic Government in comparison
with developed nations
Electronic government has been applied in different
countries with different forms and mainly in
accordance with their political/social needs. Most of
developed countries are encouraged by international
organizations like UN to develop electronic
government. By the way most of non-developed
countries are not sure about it. According to the UN
report, any development and applying of electronic
government may not necessarily increase the life
quality in a country. But the reality is that electronic
government is considered as a strategic key for
benefiting from competing profit and as a central tool
for governmental modifications by all countries of
the world. The major property of developed countries
against electronic government is social/political
news. For example, Zang explains that such a
description of electronic government is not a
sampling of U.S.A for encouraging and enriching of
democratic cooperation [17].

U.S.A: (%66): From 2001, USA has applied various
functions for developing of electronic government.
For instance, appointing a manager for information
technology and electronic government, a similar
position with master technology manager and a
modern attitude of electronic government for
focusing on citizens (Citizen focused). The real goal
of government by electronic government was
obtaining different ideals such as qualitative services,
reducing of prices, clearer situation and easier access
to electronic services especially for disable citizens.
Today government considers a central entrance of
www.firstgove.gove which has been constructed
according to the needs of citizens. In addition, the
government is active in parallel with development of
electronic signature and creating an economic
entrance of www.fdbizapps.gov with the goal of
facilitating of value channel management.

Better democratic cooperation and overcoming on
political alienation are two major factors with more
challenges than other factors for under-progress
countries with an attitude for developing of electronic
government. Needless to stat that mentioned
challenge is lower than developed countries with
considerable democratic progress which may lead to
more efforts for upgrading of operation quality of
systems and users.

England (%40): England has established different
agreements in the field of electronic government as
follows: 1). Establishment of a unique structure for
development of electronic government, 2). Executive
designing in private sections, 3). Effective relation
with citizens, 4). Controlling & following up the
supervision on progresses of electronic government.
England has prepared a program in the name of
electronic officer for modernization of governmental
services. The key aspect of this program is to
establish an administration for electronic officer to
accept responsibility of program tools including
preliminaries of electronic trade & electronic
government. This administration includes two
groups. A policy making group responsible for
strategic designing of infrastructures and operations
and delivery group for performing different projects
of electronic officer (like unkon.ine.gov.uk). This
electronic officer would be led by electronic ministry.
The other key aspect of electronic government in
England is designing of executive programs through
an executive online plan which provided %94 of
partial proposals in 25 groups.

Iranian attitude about electronic government is in fact
similar to other under-progress countries. The
operation of government and its betterment are more
considerable. In fact the major problem of Iranian
Electronic Government is not political/ social aspects.
These programs have considerable effect on society
and are under pressure of social conditions of
government. Iranian Electronic government found
44th grade in 2001 among 169 countries which were
under consideration and study of World Market
Researches Center. Also it found %33 grades and
position 107 among 173 countries in another study by
UN in 2003. This tangible reduction was a result of
program limitations out of political/social reactions
against any changes in electronic government.
Religious organizations and incorrect rules create a
situation for controlling information technologies and
internet and any distribution of it [18].
In fact there is a type of hegemony for distribution of
information and ideologies in some countries.
Religious government is current in Saudi Arabia and
Iran and as a method for maintenance of society
against non-behavioral effects of internet. But it is
rate these strengths could prevent from any
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movement towards development of electronic
government but may reduce its speed and make some
delays. At present it is obvious in Iran. The message
of world society is completely understandable by
under-developing countries for benefiting from new
information & communicative technologies and
reducing any gaps between developed & nondeveloped countries. While Kalatil & Boas explain: It
has been proved that electronic government may bear
a lot of benefits even for powerful regimes [19].

 Involving the citizens in all aspects of local and
national public administration processes.
 Increasing the quality of life in all its aspects
through better e-services and access to
knowledge.
H. Problems, obstacles and challenges
establishment of an electronic government

for

In spite of a simple meaning, electronic government
has a lot of problems for governments. The major
problem is not in designing method but the first item
for governments is presenting of services with
suitable method. As a powerful group, Governments
should be able to receive digital information along
with providing required technical fields for
communications of different units with each other
and cooperation of private & governmental sections.
The other problem is mentality and culture of people.
It is so much costly to change mentality and
traditional culture of people. The other problems are
providing a suitable space, preventing from nonsuitable usages and lack of necessary specialty for
quick changes in information technology.

G. The Role of e-Governance in Bridging the
Digital Divide
The concept of the digital divide has been evolving
over the years, being generally defined as a social
issue linked to the different amount of information
between those individuals who have access to the
information
society
and
information
and
communication technologies (ICTs) and those who
do not. It also refers to countries, regions, cities, and
businesses that are at a differentiated socio-economic
and cultural level with regard to ICT accessibility.
The involvement of Governments and suitable egovernment tools could become leading actors in
bridging the gap. Governmental ICT applications
could play a crucial part in diminishing the digital
divide between the young and elderly, women and
men, the illiterate and the educated, or even between
less developed regions and countries.

The second basic problem of governments is
providing suitable legal methods for electronic trade.
Since the world is going towards digital world
economy, any legal discrepancies are highlighted in
international trades. In this way, governments are
facing with relevant problems of tax on electronic
trade and manner of controlling it, electronic signing
of trade contracts and controlling of powerful coding
programs.

The key elements in developing e-governance as a
defining factor in bridging the digital divide are [20]:
 International, national and regional cooperation.
 Harmonization of the legal framework and
regulation.
 Ensuring a minimal package of interconnected
and interoperable e-services.
 Promoting ICT skills and digital literacy in a
non-discriminative manner.
 Educating and preparing the population of lessdeveloped regions for the Information Society
and encouraging e-readiness.
 Running pilot e-services in less-developed
regions together with the proper technical
assistance.
 Developing e-learning and suitable ICT content.
 Developing e-participation and the inclusion of
various social categories in policymaking and
decision making, even by using new media
technologies, such as social networks.
 Usage of mobile communication as infrastructure
for the dissemination of e-services.
 Increasing the transparency in decision making
and budget spending by implementing eservices.

Third problem of governments which is a potential
problem is daily-increasing necessity to democracy
and lack of democratic usage of digital systems. By
any increase of digital economy, we will have
neutralization and/or incorrect usage of technology
from democratic point of view. As a result there will
be no more variety and this may encourage people to
benefit from new worldwide methods. Also it is
necessary to consider that a lot of obstacles are on the
way of creation of electronic government as follows:
1) Lack of necessity to electronic government
2) Lack of supports by master management of
organizations
3) Disability in specifying any limits between
confidential
information
and
public
information for any access of citizens and
economic agencies
4) Expensiveness of any establishment,
maintenance
and
development
of
information networks and data bases
5) Lack of information technology specialty in
some countries. [21, 22]
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related elements are structured into a comprehensive
systemic model [25, 23]. The model so formed
portrays the structure of a complex issue, a system of
a field of study, in a carefully designed pattern
employing graphics as well as words [26]. ISM
methodology helps to understand the order and
direction on the complexity of relationships among
elements of the case problem [23] structural
flexibility in the SCs, thereby affecting their
productivity. The direct and indirect relationships
among various elements depict the situation more
accurately than the case when an individual factor is
considered in a stand-alone mode. ISM develops
insights into the collective understanding of these
relationships. ISM is interpretive as the judgment of
the group of experts decides whether and how the
variables are related. It is structural, as on the basis of
the relationship an overall structure is extracted from
a complex set of variables. It is a modeling technique
as the overall structure and specific relationships are
portrayed in a graphical model. It is primarily
intended as a group learning process but can also be
used individually.

III. CONCEPTUAL MODEL
According to the literature of research and study of
different books and papers and also interview and
leading of familiar people with electronic
government, it was revealed that various factors are
effective in establishment of electronic government
in Iran. Although there are a lot of different factors,
but it is possible to divide them into five groups as
follows:
1) Relevant problems & obstacles of economic
factors
2) Relevant problems & obstacles of human factors
3) Relevant problems & obstacles of organizational
factors
4) Relevant problems of technical / technological
factors
5) Relevant problems of legal, judicial and safety
factors
Following Conceptual model of mentioned obstacles
have been presented in figure 1:

Steps of this approach are summarized as below [27,
28, 29]:
Step 1: Pair comparison of variables (Obstacles)
using of variables as Table I:
TABLE I
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN FISM
Triangular
Verbal
Symbol
number
variable
(0.75,1,1)
Very strong
AR
(0.5,0.75,1)
Strong
SR
(0.25,0.5,0.75)

Relatively

FR

(0.0,0.25,0.5)

Weak
Very weak

LR
UN

(0,0,0.25)

Step 2: Gathering of expert’s opinions using
geometric mean method [29].
Step 3: Defuzzication of fuzzy numbers using of
centroid method as below:

Figure 1. Conceptual model of relevant obstacles
against creation & promotion of electronic
government in Iran

Step 4: Formatting of initial reachability matrix using
of relation as below:

IV. INTERPRETIVE STRUCTURAL
MODELING
ISM is based on group judgment on the extent and
nature of relationship among the elements. The
interpretations of the group have been used to draw
the overall structure from the complex set of
elements. The final structure has been portrayed in a
digraph [23]. ISM is an interactive learning process
[24]. In this, a set of different directly and indirectly

Step 5: Formatting of final reachability matrix using
of relation as below:
M=D+I
M*=Mk =MK+1
k>1
Step 6: Drawing of ISM diagram
Step 7: MICMAC analysis
19
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V. FUZZY ISM

In this research, in order to level partition and
determine the relationship among the obstacles of
employing e-government, after reviewing the related
literature and the experts’ opinions, five main
obstacles were identified. According to the obtained
matrix and mentioned rules, the initial reachability
matrix was calculated and the final reachability
matrix was obtained after multiplying the initial
reachability matrix by power of four shown in Tables
II and III. It should be mentioned that the numbers
with asterisk in the final matrix depict relations
obtained after fitting the initial matrix and extending
relations.

Fuzzy ISM gives a pictorial representation of the
interrelationships between the elements in the cluster.
Instead of representing the relationships by 0 and 1,
clear quantified relationships always give a better
value addition. A picture is thousand times worthy
than an enumeration. In this regard, a three
dimensional view of Fuzzy ISM is plotted using the
software MATLAB. The Fuzzy ISM thus is plotted
and is shown in Fig. 2. X and Y axes indicate the
elements. Their interrelationships in terms of
intensity on a Likert scale of 0–10 are shown on the Z
axis. The interrelationships are expressed by the term
intensity in the figure 2. The elements having no
interrelationship have the intensity values of 0 (zero)
[30].

TABLE III
THE FINAL REACHABILITY MATRIX
Row
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

C1
1
1
1*
0
1

C2
0
0
0
1
0

C3
1
1
1
1
1*

C4
1
1
1
1*
1*

C5
1
1*
0
0
1

Level Partition of factors is done using final
reachability matrix shown in the Table IV:
TABLE IV
LEVEL PARTITION OF FACTORS

1

Intersection
set
1

Antecedent
set
1

2

1-2-3-5

1-2-3-4-5

3

2-3-5

1-2-3-4-5

2-3-5

1

4

1

4

4

2

5

1-2-3-5

1-2-3-5

1-2-3-5

1

Factor

Figure 2. Fuzzy ISM [30]
VI. FINDINGS OF RESEARCH
Interpretive structural modeling is an interactional
learning process which a set of different and related
elements are organized in a systematic model in it.
ISM not only provides a vision on the relationship
among the different elements of a system, but also
suggests a structure according to the importance and
influence of the elements on each other and it also
offers a visual representation [31, 32].

Row

Economic
C1
factors
Human Force
C2
factors
Organizational
C3
factors
Technical/
C4
Technological
factors
Legal, Juridical
C5
and Security
factors
Dependence power

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

Driving
power

1

0

1

1

1

4

1

0

1

1

0

3

0

0

1

1

0

2

0

1

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

1

2

3

1

4

3

2

1*

Level

1

2

1-2-3-5

1

Figure 3 shows the research ISM obtained after
determining the grade of all obstacles. According to
the figure 3, and also removing extending relation
and final diagram, the technical or technologic,
human force and legal, juridical and security
obstacles are placed in a level and the economic and
organizational obstacles are located in the second
level.

TABLE II
THE INITIAL REACHABILITY MATRIX
Factors

Reachability

Figure 3. FISM Model
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As it is seen in the model, the first level obstacles are
influenced and dominated by others. Economic and
organizational obstacles have the highest effect and
they are located in the second level of the proposed
model. These obstacles are clustered by MICMAC.

in governmental scope, the philosophy of electronic
government will be easily acceptable for agencies. In
this research, after reviewing related literature on the
obstacles of employing e-government in Iran and
interview with the experts of the Ministry of
Information Technology and Communications, five
main obstacles were identified which constitute the
dimensions of this research proposed model
including “economic factors”, “human force factors”,
“organizational factors”, “technical or technological
factors” and “legal, juridical and security factors”. In
the following, using FISM and also the opinions of
the experts, the association and succession of the
obstacles were determined and the obstacles were
placed in the first level (human force, technical or
technological, legal, juridical and security factors)
and second level (economic and organizational
factors). However, the obtained structural model has
helped the Iranian governmental organizations to
choose the obstacles or levels in case of
implementing e-government system for improving
customer service providing.

MICMAC Analysis
After determining the motivating power and
dependency of the e-government executive
bottlenecks, all obstacles can be placed in one of the
four clusters of functional cross-reference matrix
multiplication method (Fig. 4).

Also, it is recommended to path analysis (the second
order factor analysis) and structural equation
modeling by software SPLS in the future research for
confirming and fitness of the relations among
obstacles in the proposed fuzzy interpretative
structural model.

Figure 4. MICMAC Clustering
As it is seen, human force and legal, juridical and
security obstacles are in an independent cluster.
These obstacles have had the highest influence on
other obstacles and being influenced less. Indeed,
they cause to bottlenecks in other level which
requires the serious attention of the managers.
Specially, human force is one of the main obstacles
of the e-government. Technical or technologic
obstacles are in the relational cluster. Organizational
obstacles are in an independent cluster. The measures
of independent cluster should be analyzed
individually, hence they have less effect on other
measures and also they are less influenced. Economic
obstacles are in dependent cluster. Indeed, they are
being influenced than influence others.
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